
Town of Blandford 

 

Planning Board 

 

Public Hearings for 

 

Warrant Special Town Meeting 

 

August 5, 2019 

 

 

Present: Rick Barnard, Sharon Barnard, Julie Mueller, Paul Martin, Sarah Simpson 

   

Call to Order:  Rick Barnard, Chair 

 

OPEN HEARING –6:03 PM 

 

Sharon read the notice. 

 

Donald Brainerd of Zoning Board of Appeals reviewed proposed amendments to bylaws. 

 

Article 12 <summarize> 

 

Article 13 <summarize> 

 

Mary Kronholm stated that bylaw states Residential zone and asked if that meant that a residential 

property could be purchased and made into business.  Donald Brainerd confirmed yes. 

 

Article 14 <summarize> 

 

Article 15 <summarize>  

 

Article 16 <summarize> 

Linda Barnard asked if able to make an amendment? Donald advised yes, at meeting. 

 

Article 17 <summarize> 

 

Article 18 <summarize> 

 

Article 19 <summarize> 

 

Article 20 <summarize> moratorium  

Mary Kronholm asked what the timeframe of the moratorium would be.  Rick confirmed one year – 

through June 30, 2020.   

 

Rick cited notes to make people aware: if you apply for roof mounted solar and roof is not sound enough, 

solar company would allow the mount to be put on the ground, but residents would need special permit as 

it would be ground mounted. 



Rick explained seeking moratorium so that Planning Board can review and set limits, etc. but to do that, 

bylaws would need to be changed, which could take over a year. 

 

Donald also advised that PB goes through long process with application and hearings and can take almost 

the full year to do just a few projects and also doesn’t allow PB to focus on other issues. 

 

Margit Mikuski asked if after moratorium would PB be seeking to limit residential roof mounted solar? 

Rick confirmed no.  Advised that PB only has prevue over ground mounted solar projects. 

 

Lloyd Martin stated that there should be special consideration for residential ground mounted solar 

projects.  Rick and Donald both stated that seeking the moratorium to possibly update the bylaws to 

consider excluding residential ground mounted solar projects. 

 

Rick also clarified that even though the town may approve the moratorium, it would need to go before the 

AG for approval 

 

Rick closed the hearing at 6:28 PM. 

 


